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A class of parallel processors potentially involving thousands of individual processing elements is 
described. The architecture is based on the perfect shuffle connection and has two favorable 
characteristics: (1) Each processor communicates with a fLxed number of other processors. (2) 
important communication functions can be accomplished in time proportional to the logarithm of the 
number of processors. A number of basic algorithms for these "ultracomputers" are presented, and 
physical design considerations are discussed in a preliminary fashion. 
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1. THE OPPORTUNITY 

Integrated circuit technology is evolving continuously and rapidly toward smaller 
e lementary devices and denser, more complex functions on each single silicon 
chip. New processing and lithographic techniques may  make it possible to 
fabricate chips containing 107 and 10 s individual transistors. One such chip would 
contain more function than today 's  largest computers.  The  problem of utilizing 
this potentially enormous computing power effectively is steadily becoming more 
significant. 

However, the mere possibilities inherent in very-large-scale integration 
( VLSI) do not themselves create adequate ways of exploiting this technology. 
The programming techniques now current, which are still shaped by the vanishing 
era in which computing power was a scarce resource to be used sparingly, are ill- 
suited to the opportunities opening up. Few significant architectural  concepts 
reflecting the LSI  potential  have as yet  appeared. Rapidly improving technology 
has generally been used to map established computer  architectures into smaller 
and cheaper formats. Thus  the milestones of progress have been 16K and 64K 
memory  chips; 8-bit fast adders, shifters, and multipliers; 16-bit microcomputer  
chips; etc. This line of development  will clearly culminate in a powerful 32-bit 
computer  realized on just  a few chips, but  few new ways of using computat ional  
power have emerged from this development.  

How then can we hope to exploit LSI  technology more adequately? 
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A central problem is to develop techniques which allow organization of 
concurrent computation on a very large scale. Until recently, the cost of high- 
performance computing devices has been large enough to make it impractical to 
use more than a few such devices in a single computing system. Microstructure 
technology now begins to make it possible to put together highly concurrent 
computing assemblages consisting of thousands of interconnected elements, each 
as powerful as one of today's large computers. The deepest opportunities inherent 
in microstructure technology can only be realized if we find effective ways of 
structuring and using such assemblages. 

Any attempt to do this will raise the following questions: 

(1) Given an indefinitely large supply of small but powerful computers, what 
is the best way to connect them? Physical limitations are likely to imply that each 
computer in such an assemblage can only be connected to a limited number of 
others. Then, given a problem to be solved using a concurrent assemblage, how 
can an effective interconnection pattern be found? Are any interconnection 
patterns generally appropriate for solving extensive classes of problems? 

(2) What fundamental computational operations and what "'concurrent al- 
gorithms" can exploit large-scale parallelism? In learning to use serial computers 
effectively, we have come to recognize certain computational operations (e.g., 
sorting, hashing and hashed search, tree manipulation, the fast Fourier transform 
and its variants) as fundamental and have discovered surprisingly efficient 
algorithms for implementing these operations. Our ability to make effective use 
of large-scale parallelism will depend on corresponding parallel algorithms. 

(3) What languages are appropriate for large-scale parallel programming? 
Given an algorithm, we can proceed to realize it on a serial computer, in assembly 
language if necessary. But even for a serial processor, this approach is inadequate, 
error prone, and productive ofinextensible, hard-to-design, hard-to-read programs 
rigidly adapted to some single application. Programming only reaches maturity 
when general algorithms and structures adequate for broad classes of applications 
are absorbed into the logical structure of powerful, general programming lan- 
guages. The semantic framework defined by such languages focuses our thinking 
about applications and greatly facilitates application development. In writing 
programs for highly parallel devices, an undisciplined assembly-language pro- 
gramming approach is bound to be even more nightmarish than in the serial case. 
Therefore we must define (necessarily general) higher level languages in order to 
be able to control large parallel assemblages. A significant goal here is to find 
languages whose dictions exploit the concurrency of such assemblages implicitly, 
thus freeing the programmer from explicit concern with the details of interpro- 
cessor coordination. 

(4) What are the theoretical limits of effectiveness for parallel assemblages? 
In the serial case, the design of algorithms has come to be illuminated by a 
growing body of theoretical knowledge concerning the ultimate limits of algorithm 
performance. Thus, for example, we know that  an array of N elements cannot be 
sorted in fewer than N serial steps (since each element of the array must be 
examined at least once); a somewhat more refined analysis shows that for certain 
general classes of comparison sorts, at least N log N steps are necessary. We know 
also that  certain classes of difficult (NP-complete) problems can probably not be 
solved in polynomial time, and that  certain other still more totally intractable 
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problems cannot be solved in less than hyperexponential time. These results, 
fragmentary as they are, have begun to provide fundamental yardsticks against 
which the quality of specific serial algorithms is measured. Until a like body of 
theoretical knowledge has been developed for highly concurrent algorithms, we 
will have little basis for judging the extent to which a given concurrent approach 
can be improved. 

2. THEORETICAL LIMITATIONS ON PARALLEL COMPUTATION 

A scattering of results on the theoretical limits of parallel computation is found 
in the literature, but what little is known is still fragmentary and inadequate. 
Nevertheless, to orient ourselves it is worth making a few easy observations on 
the limits of effectiveness of highly concurrent computing assemblages. In the 
serial case, an obvious but useful remark is that  no algorithm which reads J items 
of input and produces K items of output can operate in less than N = J + K 
cycles. Algorithms which attain this maximum possible level of efficiency are 
often called linear; other "good" algorithms, which often have a recursive internal 
structure, come close to this limit, for example, can process N items in N log N 
cycles. Usable but less adequate algorithms, which must iterate more often over 
an input collection of items, may require N 2, N 3, N TM, etc., cycles to complete. 

We can expect similar distinctions to arise in the concurrent case, but here it 
seems that  we must distinguish a richer range of possibilities. At the most 
favorable extreme, certain problems will be totally decomposable into completely 
independent operations which can proceed in parallel. If enough processors are 
available to devote one processor to each such operation, then all operations can 
be accomplished in a number of cycles independent of the number N of operations 
to be performed. The hardware prototypes of such algorithms, which can be~ 
called constant time concurrent algorithms, are the familiar bit-parallel Boolean 
operations. 

At the opposite extreme, there exist computational processes which are com- 
pletely unparallelizable, that  is, can be performed no faster by an indefinitely 
large assemblage of processors than by a single processor. To see this, we need a 
more precise model of parallel computation. One such model is that  in which a 
very large number N of identical processors (each with a conventional order-code 
set) share a common memory which they can read simultaneously in a single 
cycle. In such a model we also assume that during any access cycle any number 
of processors can simultaneously write to memory, and that  a memory cell to 
which writes are simultaneously addressed by many processors will come to 
contain some one of the quantities written into it (perhaps a randomly selected 
one of these quantities, or perhaps their minimum). We call this very general 
model of parallel computation the paracomputer model. Though structures of 
this sort are in fact not realizable because of physical fan-in limitations, they can 
play a useful role as theoretical yardsticks for measuring the limits of parallel 
computation. In this connection it is useful to note that  a single processor with a 
large enough memory can clearly simulate an N-processor paracomputer in time 
O(N); thus an N-processor paracomputer can never be more than N times as fast 
as a serial computer. Moreover, there do exist computations which cannot be 
performed more quickly on an N-processor paracomputer than on a serial 
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processor. A simple example of this kind, described by Kung [16], is the task of 
raising a number x to a large power x 2'. On a serial computer this can be done in 
k cycles by successive squarings. It cannot be done any faster on a paracomputer, 
since no matter  how many processors are available, no power of x higher than x 2 
can be formed in one cycle of operation, none higher than x 4 in two cycles, etc. 
This example shows clearly that  a central problem of parallel computation is to 
understand the range of processes for which there exist parallel algorithms which 
attain something close to the efficiency of optimal serial algorithms. 

Ultracomputers. Though theoretically useful, the paracomputer model is 
unrealizably powerful. As already remarked, in a physically realizable assemblage 
we cannot expect any computing element to have more than some fixed number 
of external connections. We must therefore consider parallel assemblages in which 
a large number N of communicating processors, each with its own memory, are 
connected together, but where each processor communicates with a fixed number 
k of other processors. To these significantly more limited parallel assemblages, 
and in particular to those which use the favorable interconnection pattern 
described in the next section, we give the name ultracomputer. 

It is clear that an N-processor ultracomputer cannot compute more rapidly 
than an N-processor paracomputer. Whether it can do as well in handling any 
particular problem depends on the communication pattern characteristic of the 
problem. Note in particular that many problems of size N will have N outputs, at 
least one of which depends on all N inputs. 

Since in an ultracomputer we cannot bring more than k quantities together in 
one place during any cycle of assemblage operation, the solution of such a 
problem will clearly require at least logkN cycles of operation. This is an attainable 
limit: In what follows, we will review many interesting O(log N) ultracomputer 
algorithms. (The hardware prototype of these algorithms, which can be called 
logarithmic concurrent algorithms, is carry-jumping addition of N-bit quantities.) 

The performance to be expected from an ultracomputer will depend not only 
on the problem to which it is applied but on the relationship between the mass 
of data to be processed and the number of processors available. No matter  how 
large the computational assemblage we envision, we will generally have to deal 
with problems or subproblems consisting of M > N objects when only N proces- 
sors are available. In favorable cases, by processing the objects in batches we can 
hope to complete all necessary steps in ~. (M/N) steps, where Ir is the time 
required to process N objects of an N-processor concurrent assemblage. 

Next consider the case in which we have fewer data objects than available 
processors. Here it is appropriate to remark that the relative inefficiency of 
computational procedures which apply to structures S of size N but require time 
nonlinear in N can often be ascribed to the fact that such procedures must 
interrelate the component parts of these structures and hence must examine a 
substantial part of the Cartesian product S × S (as in sorting or matrix multipli- 
cation), or S × S x S, or even larger objects such as the power set pow(S) of S. 
If in such cases the number of processors available in a concurrent assemblage 
exceeds N, then we can hope to use these additional processors to accelerate the 
computation to be applied to S. In what follows we will review several cases of 
this sort. Often the sensitivity of the computation rate to the number of data 
items to be processed is quite significant. For example, as shown recently by 
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Nassimi and Sahni [18], N 1-" elements can be sorted in time O(e-llog N) using an 
N-processor ultracomputer, whereas arrays of size N seem to require time 
O(log2N). 

For highest efficiency it is often important to balance processor intercommun- 
ication with local processing. Consider an algorithm, such as that  for computing 
the sum or product of a set of numbers, which would process N data items in 
time O(N) using a single processor. As already noted, the time required to develop 
the same result in an N-processor ultracomputer cannot be less than O(log N). 
The appearance of the factor log N seems to indicate a (mild} inefficiency, since 
O(log N) processors seem to be required to do the work of one. However, in many 
such cases we are able to regard the "inefficiency factor" log N as resulting from 
an imbalance between the amount of work performed locally within each proc- 
essor and the amount of interprocessor communication performed. Then, if 
the result to be developed is significantly smaller than the mass of input data 
being processed, we may be able to restore balance by giving each processor a 
larger amount of local work and only communicating "summarized" or "prepro- 
cessed" data. For example, N integers spread among the N processors of an 
ultracomputer can be totaled in time O(log N) by a well-known process described 
just below. Thus, if we spread N log N integers among the same N processors, 
log N integers to each processor, we can proceed as follows: 

(a) in log N steps, develop a local total in each processor; 
(b) in O(log N) additional steps, develop a grand total. 

Overall, we will then have totaled N log N integers in time O(log N) using N 
processors, attaining an efficiency of processor use which is directly proportional 
to single-processor efficiency. 

An algorithm of this sort, which uses N processors in an asymptotically efficient 
way, can be said to be completely parallelizable. In some cases we may wish to 
emphasize the amount of local work Wwhich must be assigned to each processor 
to achieve complete parallelizability; in such cases we may speak of an algorithm 
as being completely parallelizable at level W. In this sense we can speak of 
addition of a collection of numbers as being "completely parallelizable at level 
log N." These ideas are studied by Gottlieb and Kruskal [12]. 

3. THE PERFECT SHUFFLE INTERCONNECTION 

We saw in the preceding section that  no output which depends on all of N inputs 
can be realized in an N-processor ultracomputer in fewer than O(log N) steps. 
Interconnection patterns which allow large classes of such outputs to be developed 
in O(log N} steps are therefore of special interest. In view of the importance of 
data communication operations, patterns which allow all permutations of data 
among processors to be realized in O(log N) processing cycles are particularly to 
be sought. These significant goals are all achieved by the perfect shuffle intercon- 
nection pattern which goes back to Clos [6] and Benes [4], but which was further 
explored and perfected by Stone [27]; see also Pease [22, 23]. 

This interconnected processing assemblage involves N = 2 ° processorspn. Each 
processor is assumed to be able to access both its own memory and the memory 
of four other processors to which it is connected, namely, pn+l, pn-1 (where sums 
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V7 
(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Logical schematic of perfect shuffle connections among eight processors. 
(b) Connections in an eight-processor ultracomputer. 

are taken modulo N),  po(,), and po-l(n). Here  the fundamental  shuf f l e  m a p  a (n )  is 
defined by 

o(n) = f i n  < N / 2  t h e n  2 n  e l s e  2 n  - N + 1, (1) 

so tha t  the inverse unshu f f l e  m a p  a - l ( n )  is defined by 

a-l(n) = i f n  is even t h e n  n / 2  e lse  (n - 1)/2 + N / 2 .  (1') 

If  we let  flD-' 'B1 denote  the binary representa t ion of n, then  

a(flD" " "ill) = flD-lflD-:" " " fllflD, (2) 

a-i(~D *' '~1) ~-- ~I~D~D--I"" °~2. (3) 

We can describe this interconnect ion pat tern,  which is shown in Figure 1, in the 
following amusing way (which also explains its name). Suppose tha t  the processor 
pn corresponds to the n th  card in an N-card deck, and tha t  we divide the deck 
exactly in haft  and then  shuffle perfectly, putt ing each card from the low 
(numbered) haft  of the deck into an even position, and each card in the high 
(numbered) haft  of the deck into an odd position. This  gives exactly the shuffle 
t ransformat ion a. 

An impor tan t  p roper ty  of the shuffle interconnect ion can be seen as follows. 
Ma ny  algorithms having a recursive, "divide and conquer"  character  can be 
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Initial Phase Phase Phases Phase Phase Phase 
data 1 2 3-6 7 8 9 

Add Unshuffie Add Shuffle Add 

Xo Xo Xo Phases Xo Xo Xo 
X, Xo ® X, X2 3-6 omitted X2 Xo ® X1 Xo ® X, 
X2 X2 X4 here X4 X2 Xo ® X~ ® X2 
X3 X2 ® X3 X6 X6 X0®...®X3 Xo®. . .  ®X3 
X~ X4 Xo ® X, Xo ® X, X4 Xo ® . . .  ® X4 
X5 X4 ® X5 X2 ® X3 Xo ® . . . ® Xa Xo ® . . . ® Xs Xo®.. .®X5 
X6 X6 X4 ® X5 Xo ® . . . ® X5 X6 Xo®.. .®X6 
X7 X6®X7 X6®X7 Xo ® ' ' ' ® X 7  X o ® ' " ® X 7  X o ® ' " ® X 7  

Fig. 2. Ultracomputer summation procedure, N = 8. 

imp lemen ted  using a first s tep i n v o l v i n g  n e a r e s t  n e i g h b o r  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  on ly ,  

which decomposes  the  initial p rob lem into two independent  parts ,  one of which 
involves only da ta  in even processors,  the  o ther  only da ta  in odd processors.  
W h e n  this is possible, the (reversed) perfect  shuffle in terconnect ions  can be used 
to move  data,  in parallel,  f rom all the  even processors  to the  low-numbered  
processors,  and f rom all the  odd processors  to the  h igh-numbered  processors.  
This  allows neares t  ne ighbor  interact ions to be used again during the  next  cycle 
of  processing and hence allows paral lel  processing to continue. I t  is then  clear 
that ,  a t  least  in favorable  cases, an  overall  resul t  can be produced  in t ime  O ( D )  

-- O(log N) .  
This  idea can be put  in ano the r  way  which can serve to stress its importance .  

T h e  shuffle moves  da ta  f rom pn  = PPD'"[31 to po(n) = Pf lD- l f lD-2"" f l l f lD"  Thus ,  if we 
shuffle da ta  j t imes and  then  let  neares t  neighbors  communica te ,  the  da ta  
originally p resen t  in p ,  are b rought  into contac t  wi th  da ta  originally present  in 
pn+2J. This  makes  it plain t ha t  the  shuffle connect ion is jus t  as effective as the  
more  expensive set  of "hype rcube"  connect ions (which would connect  p ,  to all of  
pn+2O, p,+2',  p,+2~, • • .), a t  least  for a lgor i thms which use these  connect ions e i ther  
in str ict ly ascending or str ict ly descending order. 

S u m m i n g ,  S u m m i n g  by G r o u p s ,  T a k i n g .  As an example  of  the  foregoing, 
suppose t ha t  an i t em w,  of da ta  is p resen t  in each  processor  p ,  of  our  u l t racom- 
purer,  and moreove r  t ha t  an associat ive opera t ion  a ® b in t e rms  of which these  
da ta  i tems can be combined  is available.  T h e  e l emen ta ry  opera t ion  of s u m m i n g  

t hen  calculates the  sequence Wo, Wo ® w l , . . . ,  wo ® . . .  ® WN-1 and deposi ts  the  
n th  of  these quant i t ies  in p , .  (Note t ha t  we count  bo th  processors  and  da ta  i tems 
s tar t ing with  0 r a the r  t han  1.) Th is  fundamenta l  opera t ion  can be realized in t ime  
O(log N).  T o  do this, we can proceed as follows: 

(a) Replace  w,  by  w , - ,  ® w,  for each odd n. 
(b) Proceeding recursively, apply  summing  to the  odd elements .  (This can be 

accompl ished by  first unshuffling, then  applying summing  to the  uppe r  half  of  
the  processors,  t hen  shuffling.) At  the  end of this step, every  odd processor  p ,  will 
contain Wo ® . . .  ® Wn. 

(C) Replace  Wn by Wn--1 ® W ,  for every even n > 0. 

Figure 2 i l lustrates the  act ion of this easy but  impor t an t  paral lel  s u m m a t i o n  
procedure  in an eight-processor  u l t racomputer .  
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Table I. Ultracomputer Algorithms 

491 

Process Time Reference 

(1) Arbitrary permutation of N ele- O(log N) Clos [6], Benes [4] 
ments (given appropriate "permu- 
tation descriptor") 

(2) All partial sums, etc., of N elements O(log N) Pease [23], Stone [27] 
(3) Separating and packing marked O(logN) 

data 
(4) Merging two lists of N items O(log N) Batcher [2] 
(5) Sorting N items O(log 2 N) Batcher [2] 
(6) Sorting N 1-' items O(log N) Nassimi and Sahni [18] 
(7) Set union, intersection, difference, O(log 2 N) 

application of single-valued maps 
(8) Interprocessor message transmis- O(log2N) 

sion in general patterns 
(9) Fast Fourier transform O(log N) Pease [23], Stone [27] 

(10) Multiplication of matrices of size O(log N log log N) Chandra [5] 
(N log N log log N )  1/2"81 

(11) Inversion of matrices of size N 1/zsl O(log 2 N) Csanky [7] 
(12) Calculation of permutation descrip- O(log 4 N) Opferman and Tsao-Wu 

tor [20] 
(13) Connected components of an undi- O(log 4 N) Levitt and Kautz [17], 

rected graph Hirschberg [13] 

Several  o ther  very useful operat ions  are closely re la ted to the summing  oper- 
at ion tha t  we have  jus t  described and can be realized by  summing.  Suppose,  in 
part icular,  t ha t  cer ta in of the da ta  i tems w,  are specially flagged. We can regard 
the  flagged i tems as dividing the  set  of  all processors  into groupsp, . . . .  , p ,  each  
of which consists of a processor  containing a flagged i t em and all following 
processors  up to but  not  including t ha t  containing the  next  flagged item. T h e n  
the opera t ion of summing by groups forms the  quant i t ies  w~ ® w~÷l ® . . .  ® w~ 
and deposits  these quant i t ies  within the  successive processors  of  a group. To  
accomplish this operation,  we have  only to pu t  a ®'  b = a ® b if b is unmarked;  
otherwise a ®'  b = b. Moreover ,  we let a ®'  b be marked  if a or b is marked .  T h e n  
using the opera t ion ®'  and summing  yields the same result  as if we sum by  groups 
using the  operat ion ®. 

The  opera t ion of taking puts  the  first flagged i t em to the  left of wn into Wn. 
This  is s imply a m a t t e r  of using the  opera tor  a ® b -- a and summing  by  groups. 

T h e  taking and summing  operat ions  can obviously be used to place, into each 
of the  processors  of  the group p~ . . . .  , p~, m i n ( w ~ , . . . ,  w~), m a x ( w ~ , . . . ,  w~), 
w, + . . .  + w~, the  exclusive-Or of w, . . . . .  w~ (regarded as bit  strings), etc. 

Tab le  I lists m a n y  computa t ional ly  impor t an t  processes which can be per- 
formed at  high speed on a (shuffle-connected) u l t racomputer .  Several  of the  
a lgor i thms listed in Tab le  I are reviewed in this paper;  for o thers  we refer  the  
reader  to the  sources enumera ted  in the  table  and in the  appended  bibl iography.  

4. A PRELIMINARY ULTRACOMPUTER PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

To use u l t racompute rs  effectively, high-level p rogramming  languages will cer- 
tainly be required. T h e  design of such languages raises difficult problems,  which 
we do not  intend to pursue  in this paper .  Nevertheless ,  in order  to be able to 
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represent our parallel algorithms as programs, ~t is useful to define at least a 
highly simplified ultracomputer language, capable of describing that  important 
subclass of ultracomputer procedures (including most of those to be considered 
in this paper) in which all the processors of an ultracomputer act in approximately 
synchronous fashion. To do this, we make informal use of a Fortran- or PASCAL- 
like language whose variables are all vectors of as many components as the 
ultracomputer contains processors. We regard such vectors as being homogeneous 
and consider their components to be integers, reals, structured records, or arrays 
of integers or reals. In actual programs we may write the number N = 2 D of 
processors in the array as N =- 2**D. The reserved constant name ID will 
designate the vector whose components are 0 . . . . .  N - 1, the value n being 
assumed in the nth processor. A constant {e.g., 51) designates a vector of size N 
all of whose components have the indicated constant value. 

In the following codes we generally assume that  the processors of the ultracom- 
puter are operating in a roughly synchronous mode, that  is, all executing nearby 
instructions during each instruction cycle. Thus, for example, in writing the 
instruction sequence 

DO J = 1 TO 100; 
A(J)  = B(J)  + C(J) * D(J) + X; 

END DO; 

we assume that  

(a) J designates a vector of N integers, all of which are simultaneously 
initialized, advanced, tested, etc., during execution of the loop shown above. 
Likewise, X designates a vector of N reals. 

(b) A, B, and C designate arrays of vectors of some declared extent DIM x N 
(e.g., 100 x N). All the separate additions and multiplications appearing in the 
above loop (e.g., the N-multiplications C(J) * D(J)  for a fixed value of J )  are 
performed synchronously; likewise the N stores indicated by A(J}  . . . .  (for a 
fixed value of J) .  

The important point here is that  once synchronous operation is established, 
it will persist until disrupted by a conditional transfer involving a (vector- 
valued) expression whose components may differ. 

Next consider an IF statement, such as 

IF ID _ N/2 THEN 
J = J +  l; 

ELSE 
J = J - 1 ;  

END IF; 

The test with which this statement begins will affect certain of the processors 
one way and the remainder another, thus destroying synchronization. One will 
often wish to reestablish synchronized operation at the end of such a conditional 
block (and sometimes at other program points as well). For this purpose the 
special operation 

SYNC 
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is provided. This  operat ion delays the processors which execute it until  all 
processors have arrived at  the SYNC operation, at  which t ime they all proceed 
in resynchronized fashion. (In the simple codes we consider, this could be done 
by  precalculating the length of each pa th  through the code and inserting an 
appropria te  number  of NO-OPS along the shorter  paths.) Thus  we can reestablish 
synchronizat ion after  the IF-s ta tement  shown above by placing a SYNC imme- 
diately after  the E N D  IF. Because this construction occurs commonly,  we allow 
the combinat ion 

to be abbrevia ted as 

We use 

E N D  IF; 
SYNC; 

E N D S  IF; 

L E F T  I and R I G H T  I 

to denote  the left-shift {respectively, right-shift) of the N-dimensional  vector  
value of I among processors. Similarly, we use 

S H U F  I and I S H U F  I 

to designate the shuffled and inverse-shuffled value o f / .  The  component  of I held 
in the n th  processor will be wri t ten as I[n];  thus 

(SHUF I ) [n]  = I[o-l(n)] 
= / [ i f  even(n) t h e n  n/2  

e lse  ( n - l ) / 2  + N/2] 
( ISHUF I}[n] = I[o(n)] 

= I [ i f  n < N/2  t h e n  2n 
e l se  2n - N + 1] 

With  these conventions we can write the summing algori thm described in the 
preceding section as follows: 

PROC SUM(W, LB); /* generate partial sums of w */ 

DECLARE W: REAL; 
DECLARE LB: FIXED; 

IF ODD(ID) & (LB < ID) 
W = LEFT W + W; 

ENDS IF; 

I F L B + I < N - 1 T H E N  
W = ISHUF W; 
CALL SUM(W, (LB + N)/2); 
W-- SHUF W; 

ENDS IF; 

IF EVEN(ID) & (LB < ID) THEN 
W = LEFT W + W; 

END IF; 

END PROC SUM; 
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We can readily remove recursion from (an optimized version of) the above 
algorithm and obtain the following code, in which 

LOWBITS(ID, J )  = f l j  . . .  ill, 

where flD " ' "  fl~ denotes the binary representation of ID. 

PROC SUM(W); 

DECLARE W: REAL; 
DECLARE J: FIXED; 

DO J =  D TO 1 B Y - l ;  
IF LOWBITS(ID, J)  # 0 THEN 

W = L E F T W +  W; 
ENDS IF; 
W = ISHUF W 

END DO; 

END PROC SUM; 

(Simulators for languages quite similar to the above have been implemented as 
PL/ I  extensions by Gottlieb [8, 9] and Gottlieb and Kruskal [10, 11] and have 
been used to check many of the algorithms reported in this paper.) 

F a s t  F o u r i e r  T r a n s f o r m .  Using the same style, a variant of the O(log N) 
parallel fast Fourier transform algorithm of Pease [22] and Stone [27] can easily 
be written. For the reader's convenience we summarize the algorithm before 
presenting the actual code. Given an array c(n)  of 2 ° complex numbers, the FFT 
algorithm forms the discrete Fourier transform 

b ( m )  = ~ o~m"c(n), (4) 
n 

where o~ is a primitive 2Dth root of unity. The algorithm has the following 
structure. Let the binary representation of the integer m be rD " " " r l ,  and define 
the permutation p of integers by p (riD " '"  ill) = fll " ' "  flD. Also, let setj  and drop j  

be defined by 

setj(flD " "  ill) = f l D ' ' "  f i j+11f l j -x ' ' "  r l ,  (5a) 

dropj( f lD . . .  fl~) = rD " ' "  r i + l O f i j - 1 . . .  1, (5b) 

and let 

I O W j ( r D  " ' "  r l )  = r j  ° ` `  r l .  ( 6 a )  

Let A(°) (m)  = c (m) ,  and inductively let 

A (J)(m) = A (J- t ) (dropj (m)  ) + w 20-Jl°w~(m)A (J-i)(setj(m) ). (6b) 

Then it can be shown that A(D)(m) = b(m) .  
After j - 1 successive unshuffies, m, drop j  (m) ,  and set j  (m)  (only two of which 

are different) will always lie in adjacent processors. Hence, if the D coefficients 
J°-Jz°w/°j-l(m)) are precalculated and available in processor pro, each of the D 
successive operation s (6a and b) can be performed in completely parallel fashion. 

Clearly A (°) can be formed from the array c by a data permutation. Thus the 
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F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m  of  a n  N - e l e m e n t  a r r a y  can  be  f o r m e d  in a n u m b e r  of  cyc les  
p r o p o r t i o n a l  to  log N a n d  is t h e r e f o r e  c o m p l e t e l y  pa ra l l e l i zab le .  

N e x t  we  give d e t a i l e d  code  for  t h e  f a s t  F o u r i e r  t r a n s f o r m .  

PROC FFT(Z) ;  /*discrete Fourier  t r ans fo rm. /  

DECLARE Z, FFT:  COMPLEX; 
DECLARE Y, OMEGA: COMPLEX; 
DECLARE J,  K, ID__SHUF, POW2: FIXED; 
DECLARE COEF: {D)COMPLEX; /* precalculated coefficients . /  

/* mentioned above */ 

/* the following initialization code need only be executed once */ 
OMEGA = E X P ( 2 ~ i / N ) ;  
ID__SHUF = ID; 
DO J -- 1 TO D; 

COEF{J) -- OMEGA** (LOWBITS{ID__SHUF, J )*2**  {D - J ) ) ;  /* apply o */ 
IF  ID__SHUF > iN  - 1)/2 T H E N  

ID__SHUF -- 2 .  ID__SHUF - N + 1; 
ELSE 

ID__SHUF -- 2 .  ID__SHUF 
END IF; 

END DO; /* end of initialization code */ 
/* now we calculate y[rn] = x[p{rn)].  We will show later  tha t  any data  permutat ion can be 

realized in 4D - 3 cycles. The  loop shown below constitutes a slightly more efficient 
realization of the permutat ion p; 3.5D + 1 cycles are used . /  

Y = Z; 

DO K -- 1 TO 3; 

IF  ODD(D) AND K = 2 T H E N  
POW2 = N / 4 ;  

ELSE 
POW2 = N / 2 ;  

END IF  

DO J = 1 TO D/2;  
IF  EVEN(ID/POW2)  T H E N  

Y - -  SHUF Y; 
ELSE IF  EVEN(ID) T H E N  

Y = S H U F  R I G H T  Y; 
ELSE 

Y -- S H U F  L E F T  Y; 
ENDS I F  

END DO; 

IF  ODD{D) AND K ~ 2 T H E N  
Y = I S H U F  Y 

ENDS IF; 

END DO; 

DO K -- 1 TO D/2;  
Y = I S H U F  Y; 

END DO; 

/* after the preceding data  permutat ion has been carried out, the ari thmetic par t  of the 
Fourier  transform is simple: . /  

DO K -- 1 TO D; 
IF  EVEN(ID) T H E N  

Y -- Y + COEF{K) • R I G H T  Y; 
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ELSE 
Y-- LEFT(Y) + COEF(K). Y; 

ENDS IF 
Y = ISHUF Y; 

END DO; 

RETURN Y; 

END FFT; 

5. DATA REARRANGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION ALGORITHMS 

5.1 Packing and Segregating Data Items 

Suppose that  the elements of some ordered set s are dispersed among the 
processors p ,  of an ultracomputer, with at most one element per processor. We 
suppose that  these elements occur in the order in which we wish to keep them, 
but that  elements of s are interspersed with specially flagged nil elements. The 
operation of packing moves the elements of s, in their existing order, into the 
lower numbered processors and moves the nil elements into the higher numbered 
processors. Thus the packing operation can also be regarded as the operation of 
segregating unflagged from flagged elements by moving the former left and the 
latter right while maintaining the order of s (see Figure 3). 

To pack, we first determine the destination processor d(x) for each element x 
in s. This is simply the number of elements of s to the left of x and can be 
determined in time O (log N) by summing. We then interchange adjacent even/ 
odd elements x, y according to the following rule: 

If x is in s and has an even location but an odd destination, then interchange 
x and y. Proceed similarly if x is in s and has an odd location but an even 
destination. 

After all the above interchanges, each data item of s with an even (respectively, 
odd} destination will be in an even (respectively, odd) position. Moreover, each 
of these two groups of elements will be separately in order. We then apply packing 
in parallel to the odd and the even elements separately; of course, the effect of 
this is to pack s. The time required for packing is therefore O (log N). Note that  
to pack the even and odd elements separately, we first unshuffle, then separately 
pack the elements held in the lower and upper halves of our processor assemblage, 
then shuffle. 

We can ensure that  both s and its complement retain their original order simply 
by applying the above algorithm twice. 

5.2 Sorting and Merging 

The fundamental operation of sorting a collection of elements into ascending or 
descending order (using a parallel assemblage of computing elements) has been 
studied in several interesting papers: see Batcher [2], Knuth [15, pp. 232-233, 
237], Nassimi and Sahni [19], Baudet and Stevenson [3]; see also Preparata [24], 
which gives a paracomputer rather than an ultracomputer algorithm, Valiant 
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Before packing: A B C D E 

p0 p l  p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 

After packing: A B C D E 

Fig. 3. Packing data to the left in an eight-processor ultracomputer. (Data items are indicated by 
uppercase letters, nil items by blanks.) 

[28], and Hirschberg [14]. Batcher's bitonic sorting technique is a variant of the 
standard serial merge sort, but uses a nonobvious concurrent technique to 
accomplish merging. It is technically advantageous to think of the merge opera- 
tion as transforming an array A whose top part is in increasing order and whose 
bottom part is in decreasing order into a fully sorted array. To avoid confusion, 
we refer to this somewhat nonstandard merging operation as a murge. Then 
bitonic sorting, like standard merge sorting, consists of the following steps: 

(1S}sort the first half of the array into order and the second half into inverse 
order (this produces an array that  increases up to its middle, then decreases); 

(2S) then murge the two halves of the array. 

The murge procedure can be defined recursively as follows: To murge an array of 
length 2N, 

(1M) compare each element xj of the left half of the array with the corresponding 
element Xi+N of the right half of the array and interchange them if they are 
out of order; 

(2M) then apply murging to the top and the bottom half of the array in parallel. 

All the operations of the murge step (1M) can clearly be performed in parallel 
in time O(1} using the shuffle connections. Thus the time M(2N) needed to 
murge an array of 2N elements by the method indicated satisfies M(2N} = M ( N )  
+ O(1), which means that M ( N )  = O(log N). Hence the time S ( N }  needed to 
sort an array of elements bitonically satisfies S (2 k) = S (2 k-l) + O (k), from which 
it follows that  S (N) = O (log2N). 

An arbitrary interelement comparison function can be used within a bitonic 
sort; thus we can sort into the order defined by any such function. Secondary 
elements associated with a primary sort key x can be moved with x during sorting; 
thus we can sort pairs by their first or second component, etc. 

The murge operation can be used to realize ordinary merging of the two halves 
of an array A simply by reversing the second half of A and then murging. Hence 
ordinary merging can be accomplished in time O (log N). In view of the importance 
of sorting to many other operations, each of which is quite important in its own 
right, we write ~(N) for the time needed to sort N items on an N-processor 
ultracomputer. The existence of the bitonic algorithm shows that  ~(N) = 
O(log2N). Of course Z(N) ffi ~2(log N). It is not known if the bitonic algorithm is 
optimal. 

Any fast sorting procedure can be used as the basis for an effective treatment of 
various important set-theoretic operations, including s U t (set union), s N t (set 
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intersection),  s - t (set difference), fog (composite  m a p  formation) ,  and f[s] 
(range of the  m a p  f on the  set  s). 

In  discussing the set- theoret ic  operat ions  listed above, we first suppose t ha t  
the  n u m b e r  of  e lements  of  each set  s to be considered is no greater  t han  the  
n u m b e r  2 v of processors  in the  u l t racomputer ,  and accordingly t ha t  the  e lements  
of s are stored, one e lement  per  processor  p,  all in similarly numbered  m e m o r y  
cells p(k), where k is an "address"  locating s. 

E m p t y  posit ions in the  represen ta t ion  of a set  can be filled with some distin- 
guishable n i l  e lement .  We regard maps  f as sets of  ordered pairs  and s tore t h e m  
in similar  fashion: the  first componen t  of each  pair  in a cell pn(k), where pn is the  
processor  which holds the  pair; the  second componen t  of the pair  in cell 
p,(k + 1). 

Occasionally we will need to assume tha t  the  e lements  of  a set  are held  in some 
sorted order  within the  processors  of an u l t racomputer .  In  such cases we will not  
necessari ly assume tha t  the  set  e lements  are packed  into a dense range of 
processors,  bu t  will allow ni l  e lements  to be in terspersed among  the set  elements.  
Somet imes  we m a y  also wish to assume tha t  the  pairs  const i tut ing a set  occur  in 
sor ted order  of  their  first elements;  here  also we allow interspersed nil  pairs. 

T o  realize the  se t - theoret ic  operat ions  in which we are interested,  we proceed  
as follows: 

(1) s - t, s n t. To  imp lemen t  set  difference, we take  the lower half  of s 
toge ther  wi th  the  lower half  of  t and  sort  t h e m  together .  T h e n  we conver t  all 
dupl icated e lements  of  s and all e lements  of  t to nil,  thus  obtaining the  difference 
So of the  low half  s -  of  s with the  low half  t -  of  t. Then ,  proceeding in m u c h  the  
same way, we form so - t+, where  t+ is the uppe r  ha l f  of t; this  gives s -  - t. 
Forming  s+ - t in the  same  way, and then  packing and joining these two halves, 
we get s - t. T h e  intersect ion s n t is s - (s - t) bu t  can also be  fo rmed more  
directly. 

I f  the  e lements  of s and t are initially sor ted into the  same  order, t hen  merging 
ra the r  t han  sorting can be used in the  procedure  jus t  described, allowing s - t 
and s n t to be formed in t ime O(log N) .  In  general, this  a lgor i thm is O(Z(N)). 

(2) s U t. Assuming tha t  s U t has  fewer t han  2 ° elements,  we can form it by  
first forming s - t and packing the  la t ter  to a low position, then  packing t to a 
high position, joining s - t and t, and packing this totali ty,  which is s U t. Note  
t ha t  the  union of two maps  can be formed in m u c h  the  same way. This  general  
procedure  forms s U t in t ime O(E(N)) ;  if s and  t are sor ted into the  same order, 
t ime O(log N)  is sufficient. 

(3) fog, i.e., (fog)(x) = f(g(x)). I f  f i s  not  single-valued, then  the  cardinal i ty  
of  f o g  can be as large as the  p roduc t  of  the  separa te  cardinali t ies of f and g. We 
prefer  to avoid this issue, and  hence we simplify by  supposing t ha t  f is single- 
valued. We then  proceed "by  halves"  as we did in the a lgor i thm sketched under  
(1) above; this simplifies our  discussion by  reducing it to the  case in which nei ther  
f nor  g contains more  t han  2 D-1 elements.  Assuming this simplification, we 
proceed  as follows: 

(a) M a r k  the  pairs  of  f to distinguish t h e m  f rom the pairs  of g. 
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(After) 

Step(l) I (1, 2) (2,3)* I (3,6) I (4,2) (5,2)* I (3,4) I (4,5)* 

Step (2) [ (2, 3)* (5, 2)* I (4, 5)* I (1, 2) I (3, 6) (4, 2) I (3, 4) 

Step (3) 1(2, 3)* (1, 2) I (4, 2) I (4, 5)* (3, 4) I (5, 2)* (3, 6) 

Step (4a) I ̀2,3,. '2 '1 23 1 (1, 2) (4, 2) (4, 5)* (3, 4) (5, 2)* (3, 6) (5, 2)* 

Step (4b) i (2,3)* (1,(2'3)* I (2'3)* 3) (4,3) (4,5)* (3, (4'5)* I (5'2)* 5) (5,2)* (5,2)* 

Step (5) [ (1,3) (4, 3) I (3, 5) I 

Fig. 4. Calculating a functional composition in an eight-processor ultracomputer. 

(b) Use the packing algorithm to move the pairs of f into low position and 
the pairs of g into high position. 

(c) (Stably) sort the two sets of pairs together, the fpairs  by their first and 
the g pairs by their second component. 

(d) (Now we wish to replace the second component y of each g pair [x, y] by 
the unique second component of the first fpa i r  lying to the left of Ix, y], if any 
such exists and has a first component matching the second component of [x, y].) 
Use the taking primitive to propagate each marked pair [y, z]* to all following 
unmarked pairs (up to the next marked pair). Replace all unmarked pairs Ix, y] 
to which a marked [y, z]* has been propagated by [x, z]. Replace all [x, y] to 
which a marked [y', z']* with y '  ~ y has been propagated by nil. 

(e) Drop all marked pairs. Pack the remaining pairs, which represent the 
functional composition fog. 

Figure 4 illustrates this process. 
The functional composition algorithm is dominated by the sorting time which 

appears in step 3c; thus it requires time O(E(N)). If f a n d  g are both monotone 
and sorted into similar orders, functional composition can be accomplished in 
time O (log N) by using merging in place of sorting. 

The range f[s] of f on s is simply the range of fo i,, where/8 is the identity map 
on s; hence f[s] can also be formed in time O(Z(N)) (or in time O(log N) if l and  
s are sorted into corresponding orders). 

(4) Occasionally we will wish to form the Cartesian product s x t of two sets. 
Since in accordance with our general assumption we will want this Cartesian 
product to contain no more than 2 D elements, we suppose, in order to simplify, 
that neither s nor t contains more than 2 D/2 elements. Assuming this simplification 
we can proceed as follows. If we think of the N = 2 D successive processors of an 
ultracomputer as being arranged in 2 D/2 elements each, it is easily seen that D/2 
successive shuffle operations have exactly the effect of transposing data items in 
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this two-dimensional arrangement. Thus we can 

(a) pack both s and t, which will put all the data into the first "row" of 
processors; 

(b) "transpose" in the manner indicated, to put all the data into the first 
"column" of processors; 

(c) use the taking operation described previously, thereby copying the data 
items representing s (or t) from the first processor in each row to all the processors 
of the row; 

(d) transpose the duplicated t items. 

This last step will clearly bring every pair (si, tj) of original data items together 
in some processor of the two-dimensional array. 

5.4 Interprocessor Communication in an Ultracomputer 

We have already observed that  even those processes (like finite-element solutions 
of a numerical continuum problem) which can run relatively independently on 
multiple processors will require some limited amount of interprocessor commu- 
nication. The more the need for communication can be minimized, the more 
effectively concurrency can be exploited; but when interprocessor communication 
becomes inevitable, we wish to accomplish it efficiently enough so as not to be 
swamped by the communications requirements of a largely parallel computational 
process. 

In this section we consider the following three communication problems: 

(1) Information Request. Here each processor pn stands ready to supply 
some specified data item f(n) on request; moreover, each p ,  requests the data 
which pro, m = r (n), supplies. Thus our problem is that  of moving the data item 
f(r(n)) into pn. To do th i s ,  we  proceed as follows: 

(a) Form the functional composition for  by the method explained in the 
previous section. This requires time O (E(N)) and yields a set of pairs [n, x]. 

(b) We must now move each pair [n, x] into the corresponding processor pn. 
To do this, simply sort these pairs by their first component, which again requires 
time O(E(N)). 

Next suppose the pattern r of request addresses in this communication problem 
is known (and can be analyzed) in advance (but that  the data items f(n) change 
dynamically). Then the Clos-Benes data permutation algorithm described in 
Section 5.6 below can be used to transmit the requested data in parallel in time 
O (log N). The essential fact here is that  fo r can be formed in time log N. To do 
this, we proceed as follows. We set up a permutation q which maps each of the 
sets { j ] r ( j )  = k} into a contiguous sequence of processor identifiers. Then we 
mark the first element of each such sequence and let a(j )  be the element in the 
first marked position which hes at or to the left of j, so that  r = a o q, and for  = 
fo a o q. Since the Clos-Benes data permutation algorithm will be seen to form 
fo a o q from fo a in log N steps, our problem reduces to forming f° a in time 
O (log N). This can be done easily by using another permutation and the taking 
primitive. 
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(2) Message Delivery. While particularly simple, the data communication 
problem that  we have just discussed serves to illustrate the fact that  any 
ultracomputer data communication problem can be regarded as the problem of 
forming an appropriate map composition and hence can be reduced to one or 
more applications of the method described in step 3 of Section 5.3. As a second 
illustration of this general point, we consider the problem of message delivery. 
Here we suppose that  each processor pn generates a destination address d(n) 
(which must be the identifier of some other processor), attaches a message f(n) 
to this destination address, and adds its own identifier n as a return address. We 
then aim to deliver exactly one message to each destination address. Since only 
one message can be delivered to a given destination address on each communi- 
cation cycle, even though several messages might be addressed to a given 
destination, we must treat all but one of the messages to a given destination as 
(temporarily) undeliverable. We shall then insist that  our communication mech- 
anism return a notification of nondelivery to the sender of each undelivered 
message. 

To relate the communication operation that  we have just described to the map 
primitives of step 3 of Section 5.3, let #d be the one-to-one submap of d such that 
#d(n) is undefined whenever there exists an no < n such that  d(no) = d(n). The 
set of processors whose messages will be delivered during any given cycle are 
those which belong to the domain of#d. The message to be delivered to processor 
i is g(i) = (fo (izd)-l)(i). We can therefore regard our communication problem as 
that  of forming fo (#d) -1. Notification of nondelivery should go to processor pi if 
(fo (#d)-ao d)(i) ~ f(i). This shows that  communication can be accomplished in 
time proportional to Z(N). 

(3) Party-Line Communication. In party-line communication we assume that  
the processors of our assemblage are grouped into parties by a function g which 
maps each processor identifier into a group identifier. Each processor that  wishes 
to transmit during a given cycle originates a message f. One transmitting processor 
pn of each group is then selected arbitrarily, and its message f(n) is sent to all the 
other elements of the group. 

To express this communication problem in terms of map operations, let f~g 
map each group identifier T into the identifier m of the smallest processor pm in 
the group T for which f(n) is defined. Then fo (f~g)og defines the pattern of 
information we wish to communicate. To form f~g, we can proceed as follows: 

(a) The pairs [n, T] of T and [n, f(n)] of f will lie together in processor 
pn. Replace all pairs [n, T] for which f(n) is undefined by specially marked pairs 
[n, T]*. This requires time O(1). 

(b) (Stably) sort all the resulting pairs In, T] and [n, T]* on their second 
component, putting pairs [n, ~,]* after pairs [n, ),] with the same second compo- 
nent. This requires time O(F,(N)). 

(c) Use the taking primitive to transmit the first index no in a contiguous 
group of pairs In, ),], all sharing the same second component, to all the other 
pairs of the group, and form the pairs [n, no]. This requires time O(log N) and 
forms a set of pairs representing f~g. 

This makes it plain that  communication can be accomplished in time O(Z(N)). 
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5.5 A Remark Concerning Ultracomputer/Paracomputer Relationships 

In Section 2 we defined the notion ofparacomputer, tha t  is, a parallel assemblage 
of processors in which all communication operations require only one cycle. The 
existence of the communication primitives which we have just  described makes 
it plain tha t  a paracomputer  communication cycle can be emulated by an 
ul t racomputer  in t ime O (log N) (if the required pat tern of accesses is static and 
known in advance), or in t ime O(E(N)) (even if the pat tern of accesses varies 
dynamically in completely general fashion). In fortunate cases the access pat tern  
used by a paracomputer  algorithm will be close enough to the shuffle sequences 
available in an ul t racomputer  for the paracomputer  algorithm to convert easily 
into an ul tracomputer  algorithm of the same asymptotic efficiency. Thus,  when 
translated for ultracomputers,  paracomputer  algorithms can fall into any one of 
the following classes. 

(i) Communication costs adaptable to shuffle pattern: No loss of asymptotic 
efficiency. 

(ii) Fixed communication pattern, not adaptable to successive shuffling: 
Asymptotic efficiency reduced by factor log N. 

(iii) Dynamic communication pattern: Asymptotic  efficiency reduced by factor 
Z(N). 

5.6 Additional Details Concerning the O (log N) Permutation Algorithm 

Several t imes thus far we have used the fundamental  fact, which goes back to 
Clos [6] and Benes [4], tha t  an arbitrary permutat ion f c a n  be realized on a shuffle 
machine in t ime O(log N). See Waksman [29] for a proof of this fact using Hall's 
combinatorial "matching" or "marriage" theorem. I t  is useful to construct the 
required sequence of shuffles and interchanges in a manner  independent  of Hall 's 
theorem, which we can do as follows. Let  f be the permutat ion of processor 
identifiers to be realized. We say tha t  fpreserves halves if it maps each of the two 
sets H~/2 = {0 . . .  2 D-1 - 1} and H]/2 = {2 D-1 . - .  2 D - 1} into itself; tha t  it 
preserves quarters if it maps each of the four sets Hj/4 = ( J . 2  D-2' J .2  D-2 + 1, 
. . . .  ( J  + 1)2 D-2 - 1}, where J = 0, 1, 2, 3, into itself, etc. We say tha t  a 
permutat ion gpreserves pairs, or is an interchange map, if each of the pairs (2n, 
2n + 1} is mapped into itself (i.e., either interchanged or not  interchanged) by g. 

Let  a denote the "perfect shuffle" permutation,  and let f be an arbitrary 
permutation.  Our key aim is to show tha t  there exist two pair-preserving per- 
mutat ions g = G(f) ,  ~ = G(f) such tha t  

[=  o-lgf~,o (7) 

preserves halves. Moreover, if f i tse l f  preserves halves (or quarters . . . . .  etc.), then  
f = F ( f )  will preserve quarters (or eighths . . . .  , etc.). I t  follows from this tha t  an 
arbitrary permutat ion f c a n  be factored into a product  of shuffles, inverse shuffles, 
and interchange maps of the form 

f = gzog2 . . .  g D - l O g D a - - l g D - 1  " ' "  o-lgl, (8) 

where as usual D = log N, and where the interchanges gj, ~,j, gD appearing in (8) 
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have the following inductive definition: 

fl = f; /y+l = F( t j )  (cf. (7) above); 
(9) 

gy = G(fy); ~j = 0(fy); go = f , .  

Thus,  once the necessary interchanges gj, ~j, ~, have been precalculated using 
(9), the permuta t ion  f can be realized in O(log N) shuffles and interchanges. 

To show how to construct  the basic factorization (7), we note  tha t  0 -1 maps 
the set E of even integers (respectively, the set O of odd integers) onto the lower 
(respectively, upper) half  of the range ( 0  . . .  2 9 - 1}. Therefore  we need to 
construct  pair-preserving g, ~ such tha t  f = g f~  maps each of E and O onto itself. 

To  do this, we first let  ~ be the map which interchanges all pairs of adjacent  
even-odd  integers, so tha t  ~(2n) = 2n + 1, ~(2n + 1) = 2n; note tha t  ~?0?(n)) -= n. 
Next  we aim to find a set E*  which, like the even numbers,  includes exactly one 
member  of each even-odd  pair and which is such tha t  f[E*] also includes exactly 
one member  of each even-odd  pair. (Here and below we use A[B]  to denote  the 
range of the map A on the set B.) Assume for the moment  tha t  E*  has been 
constructed.  Le t  ~ (respectively, g) interchange (2n, 2n + 1) iff E*  (respectively, 
f [E*] )  contains 2n + 1 ra ther  than  2n. Then  clearly g f ~ [ E ]  = gf[E*] = g [ E * ]  
= E, as required. 

To  construct  the set E*,  put  ~ f - l ~ f =  fl, so tha t  f~l  = ~f~.  T h e n  we can never  
have f~(n) = ~(n), since if k were the smallest integer for which this happened,  we 
would have f~-l(n) = ~?/l(n); thus f~-e(m) = ~(rn) for m = fl(n), a contradict ion 
unless k = 1. But  fdn) = y(n) implies ~f(n) = f(n) ,  which is also impossible. F rom 
this it follows tha t  the set ( f ] (n) ,  -oo < k < oo) never  includes both  of any even-  
odd pair of integers; hence if ~fkl(n) = f~(n), we would have fTk~(n) = f~(n), so 
y(n) = f~÷~(n), contradicting what  has just  been proved. Therefore,  if we let #(n) 
be the minimum of all k~(n), -oo < k < 0% and put  E*  = (n[/~(n) is even}, 
O* = {nl~(n) is odd}, then  E*  and O* are disjoint sets. F rom the fact tha t  
~?f~ = f7~ it follows tha t  each of E*  and O* contains exactly one of every even-  
odd pair, and hence E*  = ~[O*]. Moreover,  f~[E*] = E * and i=110"] = O*. T h e n  
clearly ~f- l~ f[E*]  = E*, so ~?f[E*] = f~[E*]  = / [ O * ] .  Thus  f [ E * ]  and ~ / [E* ]  
are disjoint, so tha t  f[E*] includes exactly one member  of each even-odd  pair, as 
required. 

This  shows the existence of the factorization (8), which enables us to realize an 
arbi t rary  data  permuta t ion  in t ime O(log N).  Moreover,  it gives us a recipe for 
calculating the interchange mappings gj, ~y which appear  in this factorization. By 
what  has just  been said, computat ion of these mappings is as expensive as a 
(log N)-fold repeti t ion of the following step: Given a permuta t ion  h of the integers 
0 ,  . . . ,  2 ° - -  1 ,  calculate the function/~(n) = minkh~(n). 

This  function can be calculated as follows. Let  ao(n) = n and bo(n) = h(n). 
The n  inductively, let  ay+l(n) = min(ay(n), ay o by(n)) and bj+l = b]. I t  follows tha t  
by = h 2", and 

aj(n) = min(n, h(n), h2(n), hS(n) . . . .  , h2J-l(n)); 

hence #(n) = aD(n). Thus  calculation of #(n) requires t ime O(F,(N) log N).  I t  
follows tha t  precalculation of all the  interchange permuta t ions  appearing in (8) 
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above can be accomplished in time O (Z(N) log2N). Since data can be transferred 
by sorting in time O (5](N)), it follows that precalculation of the factorization (8) 
prior to an extended communication operation in which a fixed permutation 
pattern is used repeatedly is advantageous if the number of words transferred per 
processor is ~(log2N). 

6. OTHER ULTRACOMPUTER ALGORITHMS 

We now review several of the more interesting ultracomputer algorithms listed in 
Table I above, starting with a parallel variant of Strassen's algorithm for matrix 
multiplication. 

6.1 Matrix Multiplication 

The largest square matrix that  can be stored in an ultracomputer of size N 
without crowding more than one matrix element into any processor is an N 1/2 × 

N '/e matrix. To multiply such matrices, we can decompose them into N 1/3 x 

N ~/3 sections. The product of submatrices a/j and bjk of this smaller size can be 
formed by diffusing all the aij and all the bjk to all positions (i, j, k), multiplying 
in parallel, and then summing. This will multiply two N ~/3 x N ~/3 sections in time 
proportional to log N. An N ~/2 x N ~/2 matrix can be partitioned as an N ~/6 x 

N 1/6 matrix of N ~/3 x N ~/3 sections; then two such matrices can be multiplied in 
time O(N (1°g27)/6 log N) using Strassen's method. 

The preceding algorithm directly parallelizes the "naive" matrix multiplication 
algorithm which simply uses the definition (ab)ii = ~ aikbkj of matrix multiplica- 
tion. As pointed out by Chandra [5], an improved algorithm, which permits larger 
matrices to be multiplied in time close to log N, can be derived by adapting 
Strassen's technique. We shall give an ultracomputer adaptation of Chandra's 
paracomputer algorithm. To this end, suppose that 7 ~ __ N, and consider a pair of 
2 ~ x 2 ~ matrices a, b, whose components we write as 

ai,j, . . . i~,j,~ and b i l j  ] • . .  i~j~,  

respectively, where each im and jm ranges over the set {0, 1}. In the case a = 1, 
Strassen's well-known identity has the form 

( a b ) i ' j "  - -  ~m I ' ~ i ' j ' m ( ~ L m i j a i j ) ( ~ A m i j b i j ) ;  

all the coefficients F, L, and A are either 0, 1, or -1,  and 1 _< m _ 7 (cf. Aho, 
Hopcroft, and Ullman [1, p. 231]). For the general case it follows that  if we put 

(La)m, . . . .  : = 2 L m , i , j ,  . . .  L m , , i , j  a i x j ,  . . .  i j . ,  
i I • . .  i a 
Jl  • • "Ja 

(Ab)m, . . . .  o= ~ Am,i,jl . . .  AmoiJobi,j , . . . i . j . ,  (10) 
i I . •. i 
Jl • • "Ja 

C6j,...ioj: = ~,, Fi,j,m~ " '"  Fi.j.m,,(La)m, . . . .  .(Ab)z, . . . .  . 
m I . . .  r a~  

Then c = ab.  

In these formulas each m j  ranges over the set 1 _ m j  _< 7. Suppose now that  the 
matrix element a~,j,... ~j~ is initially held in processor p , ,  where n = j , i ,  . . .  j l i l .  
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Let  fl < a be an integer to be chosen later. By applying an appropriate  data  
permutat ion,  we can move aid, . . ,  i j~ into p~, where E = i l j l  . . .  iBjz 0 iz+ljB+l 0 
i~+2 jz+2 . . .  0 i~j,~. Once this has been done, the elements ~i~,i~ L,n°ioj aid, . . ,  i j .  
can be formed in parallel and stored in the processors 

p i l j  1 . . .  iBjBOi#+1JB+ 1 . . .  Oi a_ l ja_ lka ia ja ,  

where k ranges over {0, 1}, but  where the combination (k~, i~, j r )  = (0, 0, 0) is 
never  used. The  remaining seven values of (k,, i~, j~) correspond to the seven 
values of rn~. Then,  after  applying the cube o 3 of the shuffle map o to the resulting 
data, we can form 

Z L r n . - l i . - , J . _ , L m . i . j , ~ a i , j , . . .  i~_l j=_, i~j  ~, 

Jc,-1, J~ 

and so on i terat ively until  

qi,j,...iMamB+ , . . . .  ~ = ~ . LmB+,ia+,jB+ ~ " '"  Lm i.j ai~j,.., ia+~j~+,.., i~i: (11) 
fl+l, "" • ,ta 

J#+] ,  • " • , Ja  

has been formed. We choose fl to be the smallest integer for which 8 ~-a • 4 a _< N. 
Since 7 ~ _ N, this restr ict ion is milder than  (sv _ 2 B, so tha t  fl ~ ra, where r = 
log(S)/log 2 < 1. 

Once the quanti t ies (11) have been formed, we permute  to put  
q~lJ,.-. ~j~m~+, . . . .  . into processorpM6j,.. .  ~pjp, where M is the index of the subscript 
ma+a . . .  m,  in the set of all 7 ~-a such subscripts, and then  apply the same 
procedure  to form 

q i l J l . . . i . c 4 m r +  1 . . . .  a ~" Z . Lmv+liv+lj~,+l  ' ' '  Lm,,i~.i,~ailjl... i~,+14+1..,  ia j  a. (12) 
y+l,  ' " • ,t~ 

Jy+l" " " " 'Ja 

We choose . / t o  be the smallest integer for which 4 r • 7~-P8 a-r _ N, which is a 
milder restriction than  4 Y • 8 B-r _< 7 a, and leads to ~, ~ rfl, with r as above. This  
process leads after  O(log D) i terations to a permuta t ion  of L a  (cf. (7)). Th e  
t ime required to form these quantit ies is O ( l o g N l o g l o g N ) .  Th e  quantit ies 
(Ab)m, . . . .  . can be formed in the same way and stored in the same permuted  
arrangement .  T h e n  we can multiply these sets of quantit ies together  in constant  
time. From the resulting set of products,  the coefficients c6j, . . ,  i~io can be formed 
in t ime like tha t  required to form the quantit ies L a  and A b  and by a very  similar 
technique. The  technique just  described multiplies two matrices of size 2 ~ × 2 ~ in 
t ime O(log N log log N) .  

To  keep the amount  of local work done by the matr ix multiplication algorithm 
in balance with the amount  of communicat ion it performs, it is appropriate  to let 
each of the coefficients a6j,... ~jo and b~lj,... ~j~ be a p × p matrix. As usual, let 
D = log N. The n  each matr ix  en t ry  consists of p2 numbers,  so to form L a  and 
A b  takes O ( P ~ D  log D) cycles. Moreover,  to multiply the P × P coefficient 
matrices of L a  a n d  A b  wil l  take O ( P  2"s~) cycles, and finally, to form the c 's from 
these products  will take O ( P 2 D  log D) cycles. Thus  two matrices of size P N  '/2"sl 
can be multiplied in t ime O ( P 2 D  log D + pzsx). This  shows tha t  Strassen's  ma- 
trix multiplication algori thm is completely parallelizable at  level (log N 
log log N)  1/°'s'. 
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6 2  Matr ix  Inversion 

In view of the central  importance of Gaussian elimination and matr ix inversion 
for numerical  analysis, it would be quite useful to have a good parallel matr ix 
inversion algorithm. In the case of subdiagonal matrices, tha t  is, aij for which aij 
= 0 if j > i, this is easy. Assume tha t  we deal with n x n matr ices 
where n 2"sl --- N. T h e n  we can form, a~iai j  in t ime O(log N) ,  and hence suppose 
tha t  a = I - b, where bij = 0 if j _> i. T h e n  using the identi ty (I - b) -1 = 
( I  + b ) ( I  + b2)(1 + b 4) . . .  (and noting tha t  b n = 0), inversion is accomplished in 
t ime O(log2N log log N)  (see Orcut t  [21] and Sameh and Bren t  [26]). 

An algori thm for inverting more  general matr ices can be developed along the 
lines of Csanky [7], as improved by Prepara ta  and Sarwate [25]. (Note, however, 
tha t  the technique to be explained is hopelessly unstable f rom the numerical  
point  of view; thus it can only be used in rat ional  or modular  ar i thmetic  
calculations.) The  idea here  is to find the coefficients of the characterist ic 
po lynomia lp(x)  = x "  + c n - , x  n-t + . . .  + co of the n x n matr ix  b to be inverted, 
and then  to use the relationship b -~ = - c ~ ( b  ~-~ + Cn-lb "-2 + . . "  + Cl). To  this 
end, we proceed as follows. Suppose for simplicity tha t  n -- 4 k, and let m = n 1/2. 
F rom b form b 2, then  f rom b and b 2 form b 3 and b 4, then  b ~, b s, b 7, b s, etc., until  
all powers of b up to b m have been formed. This  requires t ime O(log2N log log N) ,  
bu t  in order  tha t  all the  necessary multiplications can proceed in parallel, we 
require n 2'sl • m = n 33~ --- N. 

Once the matr ices b j, 1 <_j <_ m,  have been formed, form all the matr ices  b i'm. 

This  can be done in t ime O(log2N log log N)  by repeated  squarings in parallel, 
but  again we require tha t  n 2"s~ • m = n 3"31 _ N. Next  proceed in paraUel to form 
all the traces tr(b jl bJ2"m). These  are just  inner products  and can all be formed in 
parallel in t ime O(log N)  using the permuta t ion  and summat ion  primitives, since 
n 2 • m • m = n a < N. This  gives us all the  quantit ies sj = y 7  h~, j = O, . . . ,  n,  

where (hi} is the sequence of eigenvalues of b. Th e  coefficients cj of the charac- 
teristic polynomial  of b can be calculated rapidly from the quantit ies sj by making 
use of a classical relationship which is described below. Suppose for the momen t  
tha t  these coefficients are available. T h e n  we can form all the sums 

m - - 1  

di = ~, cy+imb j, i = 0 . . . .  , m - 1, (13) 
j=O 

in parallel in t ime O(log N) ,  since the matr ices b j, j = 1, . . . ,  m ,  are available. 
Clearly ~m~l dibim = ~,j,=-o 1 c jb  j _= _ co b -1 .  T h e  m product  matr ices  d ib  im can all be 
formed in parallel in t ime O(log N log log N) ,  since all the  b TM are already 
available and n 2"s~ • m = n 3"3~ <__ N. Thus  b -1 can be formed in t ime O(log2N log 

log N) .  
To  calculate the coefficients cj f rom the sj, we have only to use the "Newton  

ident i ty"  or "Leverr ier  relat ionship" (see Csanky [7] and Prepara ta  and Sarwate  
[25]), 

S, 2 C2 S2 

s2 s l  3 = _ . (14)  

• • ,Oo *Oo 

n 
S n - - 1  S n - - 2  • • • S l  n 
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Since the matr ix  appearing in (14) is lower triangular, it can be inverted in t ime 
O(log2N log log N) .  

6.3 Miscellaneous Combinatorial Algorithms 

(1) Map Analysis Problems. Suppose tha t  g is a map of the set of integers 
0 . . . .  , 2  D - -  1 into itself, and tha t  #(n) = mink gk(n) as in Section 5.6. Consider the 
problem of finding p(n) = min(k lgk(n)  = #(n)).  This  can be handled as follows. 
Calculate #, and put  ~(n) -- 0 for all n such tha t  n - #(n). F o r j  = 1 . . . .  , D, put  
bj = g~, and put  ~(n) = ~(bj(n)) + 2 i for all n for which ~(n) has not  ye t  been 
defined and for which v(bj(n)) is defined. Then  ~(n) will be fully defined as soon 
a s j  reaches D. The  t ime required for this calculation is O(F,(n ) log N) .  

If  g is a permutat ion,  this gives us the cycle decomposit ion of g in O(F,(N) 
log N)  steps. If  g can be many-to-one,  one will sometimes want  to calculate the 
intersection of the ranges of all the  powers g]. This  is simply the range ofg  2~ so 
tha t  it can also be calculated in O(E{N) log N ) steps. 

(2) Connected Components of  an Unordered Graph. Suppose tha t  a graph 
G is defined by its edges, given as a set of pairs [x, y] stored one pair  per 
processor, and tha t  we wish to form the set of connected components  of G. We 
can easily enumera te  the nodes of G by sorting its edges; hence we shall suppose 
tha t  the nodes of G are integers not  exceeding 2N. We will represent  the connected 
components  of G by constructing a map ~tG which sends each node n into a 
representat ive  node belonging to the same component  as n. To do this, we let  K 
be the set of all nodes n upon which no edge other  than  [n, n] is incident, and let 
L (respectively, H)  be the set of nodes n which appear  in an edge [n, n ' ]  with n '  
> n (respectively, n '  < n). If  # L  ~ # H ,  let f map each n E L into the largest n' 
for which [n, n'] ~ G, and if # L  < # H ,  let f map each n E H into the smallest n '  
for which [n, n'] E G. The  sets K, L, H and the map f can be constructed in t ime 
O(Z(N)) .  If # L  __ # H  (respectively, # L  < # H ) ,  let g(x) with domain L {respec- 
tively, H )  and range H - L (respectively, L - H )  be the highest power fro(x) 
which is defined. The  map g can be formed from f by repeated  squarings in t ime 
O(E(N)  log N) .  Let  G' be the set of all edges [g(n) ,  g(n')]  for [n, n'] E G and n 

n' .  The n  G' is a graph with no more than  half  as many  nodes as G. T h e n  use 
this same procedure  recursively to form ttv.. We have #v(n) = n if n ~ K, ~tv(n) 
= ~G,(g(n)) if n ~ L (respectively, H) ,  ~tG(n) = #v ' (n)  if n E H - L (respectively, 
L - H) .  The  t ime required for this algori thm is clearly no more than  O(F,(N) 
log 2N). A ra ther  similar construction, requiring similar asymptot ic  time, will form 
a spanning forest  for G (see also Hirschberg [13] and Levi t t  and Kautz  [17]). 

(3) Tree Summation, Preorder, Postorder. Let  a t ree t be defined by its 
fa ther  map f, which we suppose to be given as a set of pairs [x, y] stored one pair  
per processor. Suppose tha t  a numerical  weight w(x) defined on the nodes x of t 
is represented in the same way. Occasionally one will want to form the sum a(x) 
of w(y)  over all the  ancestors y of x, or the sum d(x) of w(y) over all the 
descendants  y of x. To  obtain a(x), form the powers f~J and simultaneously the 
sum at(x) of w(y) over the 21 nearest  ancestors of x; then  aj+l(x) = aj(x) + 
aj(fJ(x)) .  To obtain d(x), form the powers f2J and simultaneously the sum dj(x) 
of d(y)  over all descendants  y of x whose t ree  distance from x is less than  2J; then  
calculate dj+l(X) = dj (x)  + ~yesj(x) di(y) using summat ion  by groups and sorting, 
where si(x) = (f21)-1(x). Both  a and d can be formed in t ime O(E(N)  log N) .  
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Various more complex sums over the nodes of a t ree can be formed using the 
procedure  just  described. Suppose, for example, tha t  the t ree  t is ordered and 
tha t  we wish to form the sum c{x) of w(y) over those ancestors y of x for which 
the t ree  pa th  from y to x begins with the r ightmost  immediate  descendant  of y. 
To  do this, we can first define u~(x) = w(f(x))  if x is the r ightmost  descendant  of 
f(x); otherwise u~(x) = 0. T h e n  let d(x) be the sum of u~(y) over the ancestors y 
of x, and finally pu t  c(x) = ~(x) + 6(x). 

A tree t represented by its fa ther  map  f is unordered  but  can be ordered by 
assigning any node order  and ordering the set of descendants  of any node n in 
this order. The  fa ther  map f in the binary t ree  t '  corresponding to the ordered 
tree t is then  f ' (n)  = f(n) if n has no smaller sibling; otherwise f ' (n)  = next  
smaller sibling, f '  can be calculated in t ime O(F~(N)) by sorting. Le t  k denote  the 
left descendant  of a node x. The  postorder  number  ~r+(n) of each node n in t '  can 
be calculated as 8(n) + ~m 6(k(rn)), where 8(n) is one plus the number  of 
descendants  of n in t' and rn ranges over all those ancestors of rn in the binary 
t ree  t '  of which n is a r ightmost  t ' -descendant .  Th e  preorder  number  ~r_(n) of 
each node n in t '  can be calculated as ~m ~(k(rn)) + a(n) + 1, where a is the 
number  of ancestors of n in t ' ,  and where ~ and the range of rn are as before. This  
shows tha t  bo th  the preorder  and the postorder  n u m b e r s  of the nodes of an 
ordered t ree  t can be calculated in t ime O(F~(n ) log N}. 

(4) Backtracking Search. A backtracking search program is one which ex- 
plores a t ree of possibilities by selecting branches  for explorat ion in a manner  
which can be nondeterminist ic,  but  retains a copy of a l ternate  data  envi ronments  
to backtrack to if and when a current  pa th  of explorat ion fails. In using an 
u l t racomputer  to carry out  such a search, one would aim to keep all processors 
busy by  sending environments  to be explored from processors current ly  busy with 
o ther  branches  to processors with nothing to do. This  might  be organized as 
follows. Processors with surplus environments  would occasionally insert  their  
identifiers into a set A, and idle processors would insert  their  identifiers into 
another  set B. T h e n  by packing we would match  elements  of A with elements  of 
B. A processor whose identifier was matched  to an e lement  p of B would then  be 
notified as to the ident i ty  o f p  and would send one of its surplus environments  to 
p, which would begin to explore this environment .  

7. ALTERNATIVE ARCHITECTURES AND PHYSICAL STRUCTURES 

7.1 Shuffle Powers and Nearest Neighbor Communication 

Certain impor tan t  problems have a latticelike geometric s t ructure  in two, three,  
or four dimensions. For  problems of this kind, part icularly rapid parallel com- 
municat ion between neares t  lattice neighbors can be advantageous.  For  this 
reason it may  be desirable to provide connections which realize powers a k, a -k of 
the shuffle map directly. T h e n  the number  of cycles necessary to access pn±2i 
f rom p ,  is equal to 1 + 2d, where d is the number  of steps i --* i _ 1, i --* i +_ k 
needed to reach fi (The accessing sequence involves an appropria te  product  of d 
s h u f f l e s  o "-el and shuffle powers a ±k, a set of load operat ions per formed in parallel 
in one cycle, and then  an inverse sequence of shuffle operations.) Suppose, for 
example, tha t  D = 14. T h e n  by providing bo th  a and a 4 as one-cycle operations, 
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n ~ n o - 1  . . . .  , 
no +- 8 ° ut  to 

Input  from pat,), + 7 

n = n o , . . . , n o +  7 

Input  from po-~(,), ( ~  ¢ 1" Control input: 
n = n o  . . . . .  n o + 7  l (~---select p,±l, po(,), 

or po-'(n) 

Fig. 5. Data routing chip. 

communication between pn andp,±2J is ~ossible in the number of cycles shown in 
the following table: 

J I °Jxr2131  , ° °  7FsIgJX°j,x 1211  F 
cycles 1 3 5 5 3 5 5 7 5 5 3 5 5 3 

A 16K-processor ultracomputer with these connections can be used efficiently 
either as a 128 × 128-processor space array, a 32 × 32 × 16 solid array, or a 16 
× 16 × 8 x 8 hypersolid array. 

7.2 Physical Layout for an Ultracomputer 

Consider a (mini!) ultracomputer consisting of 16K 16-bit processors, each con- 
sisting of one processing chip and two memory chips (possibly 8 × 132K memory 
chips, 40 pins; chips of this sort should become available within the next decade). 
A total of 48K processing and memory chips are therefore required. To realize 
the shuffle connection, we can use data routing chips with the inputs and outputs 
shown in Figure 5. Since each such chip handles eight processors, we would need 
2K of them for each line provided between processors. 

The next issue to consider is packaging. Assume that  the chips will be mounted 
on 1½ × 1½-foot multilayer boards, both sides, 512 chips per board, and that  32 
boards (16K chips total) will be held in 1½ × 2 × 2-foot racks with backplanes, 
two of which combined will constitute one 3 × 2 × 2-foot cabinet of 32K chips. 
This would allow us to use eight connections between processors (32K connecting 
chips) in a total three-cabinet 3 x 4 x 4-foot configuration. A 20-ns communication 
cycle could then be used. A full 16-bit-wide data permutation operation might 
then require approximately 60 cycles, or 1.2 #s. 

The assumed configuration would require about 64K chips, and be manufac- 
turable for about one million dollars, given the technology that we have assumed. 

7.3 Wireability Considerations 

Each 512-chip board would hold approximately 128 processors (384 chips), plus 
associated switching chips. Assuming that processors will be grouped on boards 
in such a way as to minimize the number of wires which come off each board, we 
can estimate that 16 wires per processor will come into each board, for a total of 
approximately 2400 wires per board. These can be led to the four edges of the 
board, 500 wires per edge, or approximately 30 connections per inch. Approxi- 
mately half the wires coming from each board of a cage will go to other boards in 
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the  same cage; thus approximately 32,000 wires will enter  each cage, about  one- 
quar ter  of which should come from the other  cage in the same cabinet. This  
means  tha t  about  150,000 wires must  be handled by intercabinet  connections. 

If handling this many  connections proves to be impossible, we can timeslice 
the connections. This  may  reduce our at tainable computa t ion  rate significantly 
unless very high bandwidth connections (possibly fiber optics) are used, bu t  could 
allow the number  of intercabinet  connections to be as low as 10,000. 

7.4 A Layered Architecture 

The  most  problematic  aspect of the u l t racomputer  archi tecture  suggested in the 
preceding section would appear  to be the very  large number  of in tercabinet  wires 
which it implies. For  this reason we will now consider an alternative,  somewhat  
less efficient archi tecture  in which a 16K processor u l t racomputer  is built  up out  
of 16 "layers," each of which is itself a 1024-processor ul t racomputer .  Designate 
the k th  processor of the j t h  layer as ph,j. T h e n  we suppose tha t  the following 
connections are provided: pk,j (--) po(k),j, where o is the shuffle map appropria te  to 
a 1,024 processor ul t racomputer ;  pk,j <--) pk+l(mod 1,024),1; and pk,j <-') pk.j+l(mod 16)- I t  
will be seen tha t  this leads to a more  regular and manageable  wiring pa t te rn  and 
to only a small performance degradation. 

To  see tha t  the proposed interconnect ions degrade performance only slightly, 
we need to describe ways in which the fundamenta l  permutat ion,  summing, 
packing, and sorting algorithms can be performed efficiently. 

(1) Permutat ion.  To permute  data  (in a known pat tern) ,  we first permute  the 
data  in each layer  in such a way tha t  af ter  this permuta t ion  no two processors pk,j 
with the same k contain data  with the same dest ination layer; then  we move each 
data  i tem to its dest ination layer; then  we permute  the data  in each layer  once 
more, to move each data  i tem to its final destination. To  see tha t  there  always 
exists a permuta t ion  of each layer which ensures tha t  after  the permuta t ion  no 
two processors pk,j with the same k contain data  with the same dest ination layer, 
we can argue as follows. For  each j ,  let  Dj be the set of dest inat ion layers of data  
i tems held in the processors pk,j. If  J is any set of layers, then  #(tJjEj Dj) >_ # J ,  
since otherwise all the M • # J  data  i tems in the layers of J would have only 
M • ( # J  - 1) destinations, where M is the number  of k we are considering. I t  
follows by Hall 's "marr iage"  or "matching"  theorem tha t  we can select a data  
i tem from each layer  in such a way tha t  all these i tems have different dest inat ion 
layers. Permut ing  each layer  so as to put  these i tems into the processors pl,j, and 
continuing inductively, we define the desired permuta t ion  of each layer. 

To  move i tems to their  dest ination layers, we can use the pk j  <"> pkj+] 
connections to shift e lements  circularly between layers up to 15 times. This  
requires 15 cycles; the remainder  of the permuta t ion  operat ion requires 37 cycles, 
for a total  of 52 cycles in all. 

(2) Summing.  To sum, we first sum separately in each layer; then  proceeding 
serially for 15 cycles, we form the sequence of sums ~i<j ti, where ti is the sum of 
all the  data  i tems in the i th  layer, and then  sum once more  by layers to form the 
desired partial  sums. 

(3) Packing.  We first sum to determine the dest ination processor pk,j for each 
data  item, then  use a modified packing procedure  in each layer to position each 
data  i tem into a processor in the same layer  bu t  with appropriate  k, and then  
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move the data item in pk,j to the appropriate pk,]. This last operation will proceed 
by a sequence of shifts between layers as in the final paragraph of (1) above. 

(4} Sorting. Sorting can proceed by the bitonic technique. The bitonic "murg- 
ing" step (see Section 5.2) will require the following comparisons: Pk,j with pk,j+s 
(once); pk,j with pk,j+4 (twice); p~,j with pk,j+2 (four times). All other comparisons 
will use either the shuffle connections within the separate layers or the connec- 
tions pk,j ~-* pk,j+l, which are just as fast. The comparisons noted explicitly will 
require approximately 46 data moves and 100 shuffle cycles within layers, as 
compared to approximately 200 shuffle cycles required for sorting in an unlayered 
ultracomputer. 

In the layered structure we have suggested, it would be reasonable to use 16 
connections between processors, requiring 80K chips in a 4½ x 4 x 2-foot 
configuration. Since all connections in this structure are relatively short, it might 
be possible to use a communication cycle closer to 10 ns than to 20 ns; if this is 
so, then the time required for permutation and packing might only increase by 50 
percent, the time required for summing might remain approximately constant, 
while the time required for sorting will be somewhat diminished. 

Two-dimensional nearest neighbor communication in a simulated square array 
of processing elements would require something in the neighborhood of 80-120 
n s .  

In this configuration approximately 50 wires per processor would come off each 
board, for a total of approximately 5000 wires per board. Close to 32,000 wires 
would emerge from a cage, roughly 16,000 connecting with the preceding and 
16,000 with the following cage. Moreover, the number of interconnections between 
cabinets would be similar. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In the preceding sections we have reviewed a class of architectures for very large 
concurrent computing assemblages, and a set of algorithms adapted to these 
architectures, which together seem to indicate that such assemblages can be used 
efficiently for a wide variety of purposes. Our discussion only indicates feasibility; 
better architectures and better algorithms undoubtedly exist. The programming 
style at which our algorithms point is one in which periods of independent parallel 
computation alternate with periods of interprocessor communication and data 
shuffling, and in which the set-theoretic primitives which we have described are 
used to select, group, and combine results generated by independent computation 
and to trigger new groups of computations which can proceed in parallel. Algo- 
rithms of this kind should be structured to maximize the amount of computation 
which can be done independently and minimize the need for communication; to 
the extent that  program design attains this ideal, an N-processor ultracomputer 
will be able to solve a problem N times as fast as a serial processor. 

This encouraging remark should apply, for example, to finite-element compu- 
tations, where requirements for communication are modest and the necessary 
pattern of communications is known in advance. But if considerable interproces- 
sor communication is inherently necessary to solve a problem, the relative 
advantage of an N-processor assemblage may fall to N/log N, N/log2N, or even 
lower. 

Our considerations even seem to hint that ultracomputers can be controlled by 
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languages whose dictions are of not too unfamiliar or intimidating a character. 
These may, for example, involve set and map operations on ordered sets. Such 
operations may serve to group related set elements together within processors, 
after which completely independent computations may be able to proceed for a 
while. 

If it really proves possible to define effective languages of this kind, very 
interesting optimization problems, whose solution might further facilitate effec- 
tive use of ultracomputers, will doubtless be revealed. 

Taking all in all, we come to  t h e  optimistic conclusion that effective use of 
extremely large parallel computing assemblages is possible. It follows that theo- 
retical work aimed at the discovery of algorithms and languages adapted to such 
assemblages ought to be pushed vigorously, that LSI hardware designers ought 
to take cognizance of these algorithms and language efforts as their results 
become available and ought to try to support them, and that efforts to actually 
construct very large parallel computers will soon become practical. 
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